
Issuer Fraud Management for
Contactless Mag Stripe Mode
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May Apply To: Issuers

Summary: This article provides important fraud prevention guidance to
issuers of devices that support contactless mag stripe mode
technology.

Action Indicator: A Attention warranted

Effective Date: Immediately

Background
The migration to chip technology can provide major benefits to issuers by
reducing fraud losses and enabling existing fraud resources to be deployed
more effectively. However, these benefits are seldom realized by migration
alone and require other systems and processes to be adapted to capitalize
on the opportunity the new technology presents. This article advises and
reminds issuers of devices supporting contactless mag stripe technology on
some best practices that they should adopt to realize this opportunity and
maximize fraud reduction benefits.

In EMV, the terminal generates a 4-byte Unpredictable Number (UN) that the
card includes in its cryptogram calculation and this UN acts as a random
challenge so that the issuer can ensure that the cryptogram is fresh and not a
replay. For contactless mag stripe transactions that generate a dynamic card
validation code 3 (dCVC 3) cryptogram, a UN is also used but the range of
values is constrained due to the limited space in the mag stripe track data
transported in the authorization message. Ideally the size of this UN would be
3, 4 or even 5 digits, but some issuers use fewer than this. Transactions from
devices with UNs of 2 digits or less may be subject to replay attacks.

Such attacks, also known as pre-play attacks, can now be implemented
using host code emulation (HCE)-enabled mobile phones to skim data from
legitimate cards (the pre-play) and to replay them later at legitimate merchants.
Specifically the fraudster uses an app on an HCE-enabled mobile phone to
steal many transaction cryptograms (dCVC 3s) from a legitimate contactless
card supporting magnetic stripe mode. The fraudster’s mobile phone uses a
different Unpredictable Number (UN) challenge for each stolen transaction. It
then attempts to replay the appropriate dCVC 3 at a legitimate merchant.
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For example, if the legitimate card uses a 2-digit UN then the fraudster may
have their phone obtain 100 transaction cryptograms (dCVC 3s), one for each
value of UN 0–99. The fraudster then attempts to perform a transaction at a
legitimate merchant and when the legitimate terminal requests a dCVC 3 in
respect of a random 2-digit UN, say 37, then the fraudster’s phone simply
responds with the dCVC 3 from their set of 100 stolen dCVC 3s that corresponds
to UN = 37. Depending on the value of the ATC and the issuer ATC monitoring
regime, this replayed transaction might be approved by the issuer.

It is also possible for a fraudster to attempt to subvert the UN process, resulting
in an unexpected number of digits for the Unpredictable Number when the
transaction is processed by the issuer host system. This is the reason why the
issuer host system must check that the number of UN digits (nUN) identified in
the track data matches that personalized to the card.

Issuer Best Practices
Issuers should follow MasterCard recommendations on risk management and
ATC monitoring for contactless mag stripe. Refer to the article “Issuer Fraud
Management Best Practices in a Chip Environment” in Global Operations
Bulletin No. 8, 1 August 2014.

Issuers should follow MasterCard personalization recommendations on the
number of UN digits to be used for contactless mag stripe mode. Ideally the
number of UN digits (nUN) should be at least three and preferably four or
five. For technical reasons not explained in this bulletin, issuers of mobile
phones using on-device cardholder verification and nUN=5 should consider
transactions with UN=00000 as a fraud risk.

Issuers should check that the value of the nUN placed in the final position in
the track data in the authorization message is as expected for the device. If
using MasterCard On-behalf services then issuers should refer to data element
(DE) 48 (Additional Data—Private Use), subelement 71 (On-behalf Services)
that will be set to N if this nUN check has failed.

Related Documentation
• M/Chip Requirements manual

Questions?
Customers with questions about this article should contact:

Chip Help Desk

Email: chip_help@mastercard.com
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